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1. International Accreditation of Tajikstandart Laboratories    

Two Tajikstandart food testing laboratories in Dushanbe and Khujand received international accreditation according to 

ISO/IEC 17025 by DAkkS, Deutsche Akkreditierungsstelle (GERMANY)   
 

The accreditation of the two laboratories became possible thanks to technical assistance under 

ITC’s “Trade Promotion Programme in Tajikistan” which has started in 2006 through the summer 

of 2010.  
 

Laboratory accreditation provides a benchmark for performance, a range of marketing advantages, 

and international recognition of technical competence. Accreditation of Tajikstandart labs allows 

their data to be more readily accepted in overseas markets. This recognition helps to reduce costs 

for Tajik manufacturers and exporters by reducing or eliminating the need for them to retest their 

products or materials in another country.   
 

The long way of Tajikstandart laboratories to international accreditation was overcome with the 

significant technical support provided by ITC international and local consultants as well as 

Tajikstandart management and staff. ITC experts provided trainings to the personnel of the laboratories; assisted the laboratories for the 

preliminary and final assessments; reviewed the documentations to check their completeness and adequacy for compliance with the target ISO 

standard, etc. With a mostly positive preliminary assessment in mid April 2010 and the final audit 

in the beginning of June 2010, the laboratories were recommended to correct some identified 

nonconformities which were done by the end of July 2010; following which the confirmation of the 

accreditation by DAkkS was received in September 2010. 
 

According to ITC international consultants, the accredited laboratories have to follow several more 

steps for their long-term improvements and developments, such as the extension training of the 

specialists and study tours to accredited laboratories corresponding to the specific fields of the 

selected specialists, preferably in Kazakhstan or in Europe; preparation of projects for further 

development of the Tajik laboratories (including premises, infrastructure, devices and tools, 

standard materials, chemicals); supporting other Tajik laboratories to prepare them for 

accreditation (training, visit of laboratories, consultancy, delivery of model documentation, etc.). 
   

 

2. Training on Sourcing before Shanghai mission    

The main goal of the mission of Ms. Doreen Tan, ITC international consultant on sourcing to Tajikistan, was to train the 

representatives of Tajik textile and clothing companies on sourcing skills and to prepare them for their upcoming visit to 

Intertextile Shanghai 2010 trade fair 
 

The mission was conducted from 15 September to 22 September and included individual 

consultation visits to each of the partner companies. In addition, the mission also included a two-

day training in the end, where Ms. Doreen Tan presented the basics of the sourcing and supply 

chains, methods of finding and evaluating sourcing suppliers and the quality of their products.  
 

In the course of the training, the participants were introduced to the top ten textile exporting 

countries, as well as common terms and requirements of foreign trade contracts. During practical 

exercises and video-tours to the testing laboratory, the participants were trained on skills to 

independently define the quality and characteristics of the fabric.  
 

The training covered the following subjects: 1) skills on 

materials sourcing, 2) testing and control of the fabric, 

3) basic textiles, 4) pre-trip sourcing self-evaluation; and 5) preparation for Intertextile Shanghai 

2010 trade fair.  
 

One of the main practical purposes of the training and the individual consultations was 

preparation of the representatives of the local textile and clothing enterprises for participation at 

Intertextile Shanghai in October, where companies will have an opportunity to find out more 

about international system of fabric and trim sourcing, personally meet with suppliers, discuss the 

possibilities of cooperation, and conclude a purchasing contract. The companies will also be able 

to use the provided information and knowledge in finding and evaluating sourcing suppliers in 

the future. 

 



3. A Partner Company: Open Joint Stock Company “Suman” 
 

We continue introducing our partner companies by sharing information on their activities, achievements, and future plans. 

Our current guest is Suman OJSC. 
“Suman” OJSC is renowned in the textile and clothing sector of Tajikistan for its embroidered 

handicraft, using a mix of modern and classical national styles, such as zardoozy (gold embroidery) 

and soozany. The company products are well-known for their unique use of colors, intricate 

embroideries and a gloriously rich Tajiki aestheticism. The company products include national clothes 

and caps, souvenir products, cotton pillows, military and workers uniforms, and napkins, etc.  
 

“Suman’’ OJSC was established in 1992 on the base of a Soviet factory and continued its activities 

despite the challenges of the transition period. The company employs about 70 people, most women, 

including the management. The head and owner of the company, Ms. Fayzimoh Ibrohimova has 

visited several international exhibitions in Malaysia, Jordan, Singapore, China and France as a member 

of Tajikistan delegations.  
 

Visits to international fairs Premiere Vision and Texworld in Paris in February 2010 and upcoming visit to Intertextile Shanghai 2010 

exhibition are examples of close cooperation of the company with ITC Trade Promotion Programme in Tajikistan. Ms. Ibrohimova is very 

pleased with the cooperation between the enterprise and ITC project and has expressed her appreciation to ITC experts for their valuable 

advice and recommendations, aimed at improving the company’s product competitiveness, in view of market needs and requirements.   
 

ITC experts in turn are sure that Suman has a great potential to enter foreign markets, taking into 

consideration the high embroidery skills and experience of the company. During several visits to 

the company ITC experts identified the factory needs to succeed in the local and foreign markets.  

Marketing and specific planning to get into new markets, creating a web-site, and arranging an 

appropriate showroom are among the first steps that should be taken by the company. According to 

ITC experts, the company also needs to properly systemize the organization of orders and sourcing 

for fabrics.  
 

Ms. Fayzimoh Ibrohimova, Director of the company, admits that the factory indeed faces problems 

with involving new customers and increasing its sales, and they need to use modern marketing 

tools by taking into consideration the real market demands. 

 

4. Zardoozy – gold embroidery. Dictionary of Tajiki artistic handicrafts 

From ancient times Tajiks have been famous for creations of national crafts. The skillful hands of 

Tajik craftsmen have been making fabrics, utensils, musical instruments, carpets, furniture, and 

jewelry, from the finest raw materials for many centuries. Today the traditional crafts make great 

souvenirs for foreign visitors to Tajikistan. In this section we introduce some finest examples of Tajiki 

handicrafts, which are just a drop in the ocean.  
 

Zardoozy (gold embroidery) - is one of the most widespread kinds of Tajik arts and crafts. Two kinds 

of threads are used in gold embroidery: golden and white. Gold embroidery is mostly applied on 

velvet. In the past it was used on leather items„ furs„ cotton fabrics. There are two kinds of gold 

embroidery, and modern gold embroidery is mostly represented by gooldoozy style used for 

souvenirs. 
 

Gooldoozy - is embroidery made on pre-drawn pattern. This style is one of the most complex in gold embroidery art. Gooldoozy is used for 

decorating dressing gowns„ men and women national clothes, bride's shoes„ skull-caps„ harnesses, etc. A thread contains 10-20 % of gold. The 

most popular patters used are: sun„ nightingale„ buds„ rose„ flower bed„ an eye of a nightingale„ wave, etc. 
 

Soozany - is a big rectangular embroidered wall picture, the main and customary ornament of a Tajik house, as beautiful as a carpet. This 

tradition of home decoration originated in ancient times. The kind of embroidery used for this is also called soozany which in Persian/Tajiki 

language means "needlework". Soozany is embroidered on velvet„ silk and cotton fabrics and is a great gift for holidays and events, especially 

weddings. More often soozany represents a symbolical picture of a blossoming garden, and in the midst of rich patterns of magnificent 

ornament one can also see latent magic symbols and wishes: a pomegranate for fertility, knives for protection from an evil eye, a pepper for 

evil spirits to pass you by, a lamp for purification from evil as well as a bird for luck. (source: advantour.com/tajikistan) 
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